Atara Translations Group

We are a team of four permanent translators with a sum total in excess of years of experience:

Our permanent team members consist of an American English Teacher with more than ten years of teaching experience and more than ten years of translation experience. Three other Chinese national with excellent Chinese and superb knowledge of English, and familiarity in many technical fields, including technical, engineer, Information Technology, law, medical, and more.

From time to time we avail ourselves with the additional help of known freelance associates on specific projects.

Our approach is to task our top team member in the target language to ensure the high quality of the product.

We have a profound understanding of business, so we view translations as a key element in communication, which if failed, even slightly, can be a costly endeavor to the parties involved. So translations are not an isolated event disconnected from the rest of real business life.

Technical words: This is one of the most critical areas in technical translations. Although we count with extensive references for obscure words, we have a standard practice when words can be confusing or ambiguous to provide with phonetic representations of words in their original language, followed by parenthetical definitions, plus an addendum to the work of all words requiring additional explanations.

Source Languages capabilities:

English, Chinese, Italian, Spanish, French

Target languages:

English, Spanish, Chinese 

References and partial list of work done:

1993-2005, our translation work involves in such fields as 
Paints & coatings, 
Electrical appliances, 
Machinery installation and maintenance manuals, 
Pressure vehicles, 
Medical vehicles, 
Computer software and hardware manuals and briefs,
Telecommunication, 
Training projects, 
Marketing projects, Shipping, 
Chinese Government laws, rules, and regulation articles

2002-2005, live interpreter and translations between buyer and factory engineering team, Longde Electronic, Zhongshan, Guangdong, China.
 
 
Company references
 
Xinyitong Translation Company, Shanghai, China
Tuo Wei Wei Sheng Translation Company, Beijing, China
Ya Xin Cheng Translation Company, Beijing, China 


Contact information:
Name: Ariel Cui
Mobile Phone: 13923265517 / 13531438641
E-MAIL：ariel@ataragroup.com   
MSN messenger: mfariel2003@yahoo.com.cn


US Contact: N Polimeni
310-458-4565
E-MAIL: npolimeni@earthlink.net


